Kin selection in den sharing develops under limited availability of tree hollows for a forest marsupial
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Animal social behaviour is not static with regard to environmental change. Flexibility in cooperative resource use may be an important response to resource decline, mediating the impacts of resource availability on fitness and demography. In forest ecosystems, hollow trees are key den resources for many species, but are declining worldwide owing to forestry. Altered patterns of den sharing may mediate the effects of the decline of this resource. We studied den-sharing interactions among hollow-dependent Australian mountain brushtail possums to investigate how spatial variation in hollow tree availability affects resource sharing and kin selection. Under reduced den availability, individuals used fewer dens and shared them less often. This suggests increased territoriality in the presence of resource competition. Further, there was a switch from kin avoidance to kin preference with decreasing hollow tree availability. This was driven primarily by a change in den sharing among siblings. The inclusive fitness benefits of den sharing with kin are likely to increase under resource-limiting conditions, but are potentially outweighed by the benefits of associating with non-relatives (avoidance of inbreeding or pathogen transmission) where dens are abundant. We discuss how predictions from social evolutionary theory can contribute to understanding animal responses to landscape change.
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1. INTRODUCTION

(a) Environmental change and social behaviour

Habitat degradation and resource decline are key threatening processes for animal populations worldwide [1]. However, in some cases, animals have shown adaptive behavioural responses, such as altered patterns of resource use or social interactions, that have mitigated the negative impacts of environmental changes [2]. Therefore, studying behavioural responses to environmental change may improve our understanding of animal population dynamics in modified environments [3,4]. Further, studies of social interactions occurring in heterogeneous environments (such as spatially or temporally variable resource availability) can provide novel opportunities for testing social evolutionary theories in wild populations [5,6]. In this paper, we used behavioural, genetic and environmental data to test predictions relating to resource use, resource sharing and kin selection by a nocturnal arboreal marsupial in response to the loss of its key diurnal shelter resource, hollow-bearing trees.

(b) The decline of hollow-bearing trees and its effects on forest fauna

Forests contain an important component of the World’s biodiversity [7], yet are threatened by human activities such as forest clearing and logging [8]. Many forest animal species depend on hollow-bearing trees for shelter [9]. Large hollows may take hundreds of years to form, and hollow-bearing trees are becoming rare in many forest environments owing to large-scale reductions in forest stand age resulting from short logging intervals [9,10]. The loss of this key resource is a critical factor threatening the persistence of many forest animal species [9–12]. In southeastern Australian tall eucalypt forests, variation in the abundance of arboreal marsupials has been found to be proportional to the local availability of hollow-bearing trees, leading to predictions of declines of these species with the reduced availability of hollow-bearing trees [13]. However, a recent unexpected finding from tall montane forests has been that some species, such as the endangered Leadbeater’s possum, Gymnobelidus leadbeateri, and the mountain brushtail possum, Trichosurus cunninghami, have not declined in recent years, despite significant reductions in den availability [14]. The demographic resilience of these species to the decline of this key resource suggests changes in individual resource use and/or resource sharing in response to an overall and per capita decline in resource availability. We studied patterns of den use and den sharing in a mountain brushtail possum population characterized by spatial heterogeneity in hollow tree availability to identify individual-level behavioural responses to resource decline. These responses related to changes in resource use (the number of den trees used per individual), resource sharing and kin selection.
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(c) Predictions of social responses to declining den resource availability

Although variation in social behaviour has rarely been addressed specifically in the context of anthropogenic environmental change, extensive laboratory, simulation and theoretical studies of kin selection, cooperation and resource use [15–21] provide a rich background from which to predict social responses to environmental change. We first tested whether the level of individual resource use (number of hollow trees used as dens) varied in response to heterogeneous tree hollow availability. We predicted that as competition increases, resource defence behaviour may develop, favouring the use of a smaller, more defensible resource [22]. Other studies investigating social interactions under increasing resource competition have predicted or demonstrated increased aggression, not cooperation [15,19,23]. Alternatively, a static level of resource use will result in increased resource use overlap as resources decline, and hence the need for increased den sharing and cooperation. We tested whether the number of dens used by an individual, and the rate of den sharing between individuals, varied with den availability.

We predicted kin selection to increase in den-sharing choices in response to resource decline owing to the increased benefit to the recipient of den sharing when these resources are limited. Hamilton’s rule predicts that altruism is favoured when rb > c [16], where r is the relatedness of the pair of individuals involved in an interaction, b is the benefit of that interaction to the recipient and c is the cost to the animal performing the action. As den resources decline, individuals should obtain greater inclusive fitness benefits from preferential den sharing with relatives and exclusion of non-relatives. This is because mountain brushtail possums in this region den exclusively in hollow-bearing trees [24]. Thus, under low local availability of hollow-bearing trees, den sharing should have a positive benefit, and non-sharing a negative benefit [15] to the recipient, as there is a substantial risk of going without a den. By contrast, under high local availability of hollow-bearing trees, b is negligible owing to the availability of numerous alternative dens. We predicted no change to c under varying resource availability as dens are not consumed resources. We tested for kin selection via an interacting effect of genetic relatedness and local den resource availability on den-sharing frequency among individuals.

Kin selection is unlikely to be the only process driving social interactions with regard to relatedness. We predicted that when the benefits of kin selection in den sharing are negligible (i.e. under high den availability), other influences would predominate over social kin interactions. We predicted that under such conditions, preferential association with unrelated individuals would occur as a form of inbreeding avoidance and as a pathogen-avoidance strategy, because pathogen transmission risk is likely to be greater among relatives with similar genetic susceptibility to pathogens [25,26]. In contrast to kin selection, the strength of selection for kin avoidance associated with these processes should not vary with resource levels, so the pattern of den sharing should switch from kin avoidance to kin selection if the inclusive fitness benefits of kin selection at low resource levels outweigh the negative consequences of kin association.

We tested our predictions by analysing diurnal den use and den-sharing interactions by mountain brushtail possums in relation to genetic relatedness and variation in the local availability of hollow-bearing trees. Our study provides a test of kin selection theory under varying resource levels and investigates animal social responses to environmental variation.

2. METHODS

(a) Study system

Our study focuses on the tall mountain ash (Eucalyptus regnans) forests of Victoria, Australia. Mountain ash trees are the world’s tallest flowering plants (the current tallest standing at approx. 100 m), and after 150–200 years, begin to develop hollows that are a critical shelter resource for arboreal mammals and birds [9]. Infrequent, high-severity wildfires are the predominant causes of variation in age between mountain ash forest stands, and therefore in the abundance and type of hollow-bearing trees. More recently, extensive clearfell logging is responsible for the loss of hollow-bearing trees across the landscape [13]. Our study site at Cambarville (37°33.44’S, 145°53.05’E, 880–970 m altitude) [27,28] is dominated by an overstorey of mountain ash trees of varying age, resulting from fine-scale variation in past logging and fire patterns.

Our study species, the mountain brushtail possum (T. cunninghami), is a large (adults 2.5–4 kg) and relatively long-lived (approx. 12 years, reproducing after 2–3 years) marsupial of southeast Australian forests [29,30]. It is primarily a nocturnal generalist herbivore and uses hollows in living or dead standing trees for day-time shelter [31]. Because mountain ash trees are the only trees at this site large enough to form hollows suitable for mountain brushtail possums, the varying age of the mountain ash overstorey results in spatial heterogeneity in the availability of den resources (figure 1). Mountain brushtail possums are predominantly solitary, although they occasionally share dens with other individuals and a proportion of individuals form ‘socially monogamous’ pairs, the rate of which varies between populations [31,33]. At our Cambarville study site, the rate of sequential (between years) monogamy was approximately 46 per cent for females and 60 per cent for males, which is higher than expected random mating (M. D. J. Blyton, S. C. Banks, D. B. Lindenmayer & R. Peakall 2010, unpublished data). Females produce a single offspring per year [33].

(b) Data collection

Our data collection focused on identifying day-time den-sharing interactions among individuals. We recorded interactions with proximity data loggers (Sirtrack Ltd, New Zealand) fitted to mountain brushtail possums at the Cambarville study site. The data loggers were based on a UHF transmitter/receiver and were fitted to animals with a leather collar, along with a VHF transmitter to enable radiotelemetry-based location of individuals. The UHF range coefficient was set such that recorded interactions between den-sharing possums were unlikely to be broken by the movement of individuals and orientation of antennas in shared dens (less than 1 m apart), but that interactions would not be recorded among possums in nearby hollows in the same tree. For free-ranging possums (outside dens), this resulted in the recording of interactions at distances of 2–4 m. Given the low population density of the species in
Figure 1. Map showing spatial variation in the density of hollow-bearing trees across the Cambarville study site. Local density of hollow-bearing trees in this map was interpolated in ANUSPLIN v. 4.37 [32] from 115 regularly spaced survey points as a function of geographical coordinates and forest age (reflecting past fire history). Coloured circles represent the den trees used by a subset of 10 of the 20 individual mountain brushtail possums studied. Each individual is represented by a different coloured circle. Den trees used by more than one individual are represented by circles with more than one colour. The grey polygon in the centre of the map represents a clearing in the study area. The x- and y-axes show eastings and northings coordinates according to the Geodetic Datum of Australia Zone 55S.

We fitted proximity data loggers to individuals that had been trapped and sedated [34] as part of a population study ongoing since 1992. In August 2008, we selected individuals known to be adult (greater than 3 years of age) and resident in the population (having a greater than 2 year capture history). Collars were not fitted to juveniles for ethical reasons and because the nature of interactions involving juveniles (e.g. parent–offspring dependence) may differ from those among adults. Following an 8 day pilot study, we recorded interaction data from 18 individuals over 48 days from 26 August to 18 October 2008, after which the collars were removed.

We conducted radio-telemetry to locate the den sites of the collared individuals and to verify that only hollow-bearing trees were used as day-time dens. From a mean of 20 fixes per individual, we found this to be the case, a result consistent with previous radiotracking work at this site [28]. During radiotracking conducted during this study and previously [24], we never found possums outside tree hollows during daylight hours. Thus, we assumed that long-duration (typically all-day) unbroken interactions between sunrise and sunset represented sharing of the denning resource. Based on these day-time den-sharing records, we coded the data as a binary response variable for all possible pairs of possums on each day of data collection, where ‘1’ represented den sharing and ‘0’ represented the inferred use of separate dens by that pair. This allowed us to investigate the probability of den sharing occurring between each pair of resident adult collared possums. Note that this is distinct from the population-level den-sharing rate, which would require the fitting of proximity loggers to every individual in the population. This was not realistic in an open population.

Our set of candidate explanatory variables for analysis included sex, distance, kinship and hollow-bearing tree availability. Distance ($\log_{10}$ distance) was measured between each pair of individuals as the base 10 logarithm of the Euclidean distance between the geographical centroids of each individual's locations as recorded by radiotracking over the duration of the study. The availability of hollow-bearing trees (local den availability) for each individual studied was interpolated at the geographical centroid of that individual's radiotracking-based locations over the duration of the study as a function of geographical location (x- and y-coordinates) and forest overstorey age using the program ANUSPLIN v. 4.37 [32]. The raw data on hollow tree density were collected with a Haglöf factor gauge at 115 survey points spaced at 80 m intervals across the site. Figure 1 shows a map of the interpolated per hectare density of hollow-bearing trees at the site. The effect of kinship was tested as a multilocus relatedness estimator $r_{0.005}$ [35], and as a set of specific kinship categories (siblings: a binary variable contrasting full- or half-sibling versus non-siblings). Genetic relationships between individuals were estimated with a panel of seven microsatellites [29] using the program KINGROUP v. 2 [36]. A single offspring–mother–father triad was excluded from our analyses as they showed contrasting patterns of interaction when compared with other kin categories (strong maternal association and paternal avoidance). Genetic parentage analyses are described in the electronic supplementary material.

(c) Data analysis

We tested for variation between individuals in the number of den trees used over the course of the study in relation to spatial variation in the abundance of hollow-bearing trees. The response variable was the total number of unique trees used per individual, as identified by radiotracking. The candidate explanatory variables included the number of radiotracking fixes per individual, sex and local den availability. The modeling of these data was conducted with generalized linear models (GLMs) in R v. 2.11 [37].

We investigated the den-sharing response to den resource (hollow-bearing tree) availability by testing for a statistical interaction between local den availability and relatedness on the per-day den-sharing probability. This enabled us to test whether the den-sharing probability between a pair of individuals varied in response to den availability and to test for kin selection in den sharing in response to a decrease in den resource availability. In the latter case, we would expect a negative statistical interaction between the local density of hollow-bearing trees and genetic relatedness influencing the probability of den sharing.

Because individuals may remain in the same den for a number of days [29], consecutive observations for a pair of individuals may be temporally autocorrelated. Initially, we fitted a logistic regression model using generalized estimating equations (GEEs) [38] using the ‘geepack’ package [39] in R v. 2.11 [37] to include a first-order autoregressive dependence structure to account for correlation in the response variable between days, with pair ID as the subject (grouping variable). Our model-building approach was to add explanatory variables representing distance, sex, relatedness/kinship and spatial variation in hollow-bearing tree availability and drop non-significant ($p \geq 0.05$) terms.
Following the GEE-based analysis, we aggregated the data up to the pair level to obtain binomial data (i.e. the number of days a pair shared a den out of the total number of days on which both individuals were collared). We fitted a standard logistic regression model that ignored possible temporal autocorrelation using the glm function in R v. 2.11 [37] to these data and compared the results with the model fitted to the day-level data using GEEs.

(d) Testing alternative interpretations of our data: does variation in population viscosity account for apparent spatial variation in kin selection?

Potentially, variation in philopatry associated with heterogeneous habitat quality [40–42] could lead to spatial variation in relatedness among neighbours (potential den sharers). We used an individual-centred index of local genetic spatial autocorrelation [43] (calculated for each individual with reference to their eight nearest neighbours) as an extra term in our statistical modelling, via an interaction with relatedness \( \rho_{QG} \), to test whether den sharing was more likely to occur among relatives when neighbouring groups of individuals were more highly related. If so, did any detected pattern of increased den sharing among relatives with decreasing den availability remain significant after this interaction was fitted? This enabled us to test whether apparent kin selection was simply owing to increased population viscosity or to resource heterogeneity.

3. RESULTS

(a) The number of dens used per individual

Individual possums were found to use between one and six dens over the course of the radiotracking study. There was a significant effect of local den availability on the number of dens that a possum was observed to use over this period (local den availability: estimate = 0.385, s.e. = 0.177, \( t = 2.18, p = 0.043 \); intercept: estimate = 1.88, s.e. = 0.56, \( t = 3.36, p = 0.004 \)). This model predicted a 60 per cent increase in the number of dens used by possums in the highest den availability habitat compared with those in the lowest den availability habitat. No effects of sex, number of radiotracking fixes or period tracked were found (although the latter two variables varied little between the individuals studied).

(b) Den sharing, den availability and relatedness

Of the 7346 potential day-time den-sharing interactions between all pairs of possums fitted with proximity data loggers, we recorded 195 instances of den sharing. These involved 13 of the possible 153 pairs of individuals that were simultaneously fitted with proximity loggers. These 13 pairs shared a den between 1 and 35 days (mean = 16.8) of the 48 days of data recording (figure 2). The 13 pairs involved 15 of the 18 individuals studied (i.e. 15 individuals shared a den with at least one other individual in the collared group). The number of individuals with which these 15 animals shared a den over the course of the field study ranged from one to four (mean = 1.3).

There was a significant negative effect of distance (between the centroids of each individual’s recorded locations) on the per-day probability of den sharing between pairs of individuals (table 1). Neighbours were more likely to share dens than individuals separated by greater distances. For instance, model 2 in table 1 predicted that non-sibling pairs in a habitat of average den resource availability had a 27 per cent (s.e. = 2.5%) chance of den sharing when those individuals’ range centroids were 30 m apart, but the den-sharing probability dropped to 1.6 per cent (s.e. = 0.3%) for pairs with range centroids 100 m apart. After accounting for the effect of distance, there was a significant negative interaction between genetic relatedness, as estimated by \( \rho_{QG} \) and local den availability in GEE-based models of the probability of a pair of individuals sharing a den (model 1 in table 1). When we replaced the pairwise relatedness variable \( \rho_{QG} \) with the categorical variable siblings, representing sibling (full- or half-sibling) pairs, we found a similar pattern involving a negative interaction between siblings and local den availability (model 2 in table 1).

Given the large standard errors for the correlation parameters in the GEE-fitted models (table 1, model 1: estimate = 0.46, s.e. = 1.56; table 1, model 2: estimate = 0.33, s.e. = 2.39), we considered it unnecessary to fit the temporal correlation structure. Therefore, we fitted binomial GLMs to the data representing the number of interactions per pair aggregated over the 48 day period, and obtained very similar parameter estimates for both models (table 1). We drew our inference from the GLMs as they were the more parsimonious models and the inference was more exact.

The interpretation of both of these models with regard to the den-sharing rate is that the per-day probability of a pair of individuals sharing a den was positively related to local den availability (den sharing decreases as den availability decreases). With regard to kin selection, model 1 (table 1) predicts that under high den resource availability, unrelated individuals were preferred in den-sharing interactions (figure 3). However, as den availability decreases, kin are increasingly preferred over non-kin in den-sharing interactions. Model 2 (table 1) was similar: siblings were less likely than non-siblings to share a den under high den availability. However, as den availability decreased, siblings became more likely than
non-sibling pairs to share a den (figure 4). We believe that the apparent shift to kin selection in den sharing under low den resource availability is primarily driven by sibling interactions, as the significant statistical interaction between $r_{QG}$ and local hollow tree density became non-significant (Wald statistic $= 0.325$, $p = 0.568$) at the expense of siblings (Wald statistic $= 6.65$, $p = 0.009$) when the latter variable was added to model 1.

When we added the individual-centred index of local spatial autocorrelation [43] to the analysis, we found a significant interaction between this variable and $r_{QG}$, indicating that den sharing is more likely to occur between relatives when relatedness among neighbours is high. However, the negative interaction between local den availability and relatedness remained significant in this model. Therefore, spatial variation in population viscosity is unlikely to account for the apparent pattern of kin selection under low den resource availability. Indeed, an exploratory graphical analysis of local spatial autocorrelation suggested that there was no increase in genetic similarity among neighbours (indicating greater philopatry, or population viscosity) in association with spatial variation in den availability (electronic supplementary material).

4. DISCUSSION

(a) Resource use and resource sharing in heterogeneous habitat

We found reduced overall den sharing but increased kin selection in den-sharing interactions among mountain brushtail possums as the local availability of hollow-bearing (den) trees declined. This is consistent with other studies which have demonstrated that increased cooperation is not a favoured response as resource competition increases [19,23]. Reduced tolerance and increased...
aggression appear to be more common [19,23]. Our findings suggest increased territoriality and resource defence in response to resource decline, as the reduction in the number of dens used per individual with den resource decline may be a behavioural response enabling more efficient resource defence [22,23].

(b) Kin selection and cooperation in heterogeneous habitat

In addition to using fewer den trees and sharing them less often, individuals switched from preference of non-kin to preference of kin in den-sharing interactions as den resources declined. This is consistent with both the ‘light’ and ‘dark’ sides of Hamilton’s rule under increasing resource competition [15,44]. As the rule (rb > cb, where r is relatedness, b is the benefit to the recipient and c is the cost to the giver [16]) relates to resource use, sharing may convey greater benefits to the recipient under increasing resource competition: b increases, so the inclusive fitness benefit to the giver increases and kin selection is favoured. Here, this was observed in the form of a significant increase in the per-night probability of den sharing among kin as local den availability declined. On the ‘dark side’ of Hamilton’s rule, the negative consequences to the recipient of non-sharing are increased under resource decline—in this system, there is an increased risk of going without a den. Thus, ‘not sharing’ becomes an action with a negative b value. Under local resource competition, such actions should be favoured towards individuals with negative relatedness [15,16,44]. Here, this occurred in the form of a significant decline in the per-day probability of den sharing among non-kin as local den availability declined (figures 3 and 4).

Our study is a demonstration of variation in kin selection owing to environmentally mediated variation in b. A similar kin selection response was observed in Siberian jays (Perisoreus infaustus) where the benefit of antipredator vigilance to nearby individuals was greater in relatively exposed, human-managed habitat compared with pristine habitat with greater visual cover from predators [45]. Antipredator vigilance by breeders was greater in managed than in pristine territories where offspring were retained in the group, but there was no antipredator vigilance response to landscape change by breeders without kin in the group. We predict that a common consequence of landscape change for socio-biology will relate to changes in b (benefit to the recipient) of social actions.

(c) Resource availability mediates alternative processes driving kin interactions

The shift to kin selection that we documented under low den resource availability is particularly striking given the strong den-sharing preference for unrelated individuals in habitat with high den resource availability (figures 3 and 4). When b is low under high local den availability resource levels, the inclusive fitness outcomes of kin selection (or intolerance of non-kin) are negligible and other influences on social kin interactions may predominate. We hypothesized that the avoidance of inbreeding or pathogen transmission associated with den sharing with kin would favour kin avoidance in such interactions. In the presence of fine-scale genetic structure (which exists within the scale of this study area for both sexes; [27]), random mating with regard to local levels of genetic relatedness may confer an inbreeding risk [46]. Thus, inbreeding avoidance may be represented by the avoidance of related individuals in social interactions. A proportion of individuals at this site form pair bonds involving regular den sharing [47,48], and inbreeding avoidance is a component of mate choice in this population (M. D. J. Blyton, S. C. Banks, R. Peakall & D. B. Lindenmayer 2010, unpublished data). Pathogen transmission risk may be greater among relatives [25,26], as they may share genetic susceptibility to common pathogens and long-duration interactions at close proximity, such as den sharing, may facilitate pathogen transmission. The strong preference for den sharing among unrelated individuals that we observed under conditions of high local den availability supports the overall predictions of these hypotheses. However, in contrast to kin selection and den sharing, these hypotheses do not predict any variation in the cost of den sharing with kin under heterogeneous resource availability. Hence, our results suggest that the environmentally variable fitness benefits of sharing with kin outweigh the ‘environmentally static’ benefit of kin avoidance when den resource availability is low. An important set of questions for future research relates to the consequences of compromising on kin avoidance in low den resource habitat for inbreeding avoidance and pathogen transmission.

(d) Population viscosity, spatial genetic structure and kin selection

Hamilton [16,17] suggested that one of the ways in which kin selection could operate was population viscosity, whereby limited dispersal results in elevated relatedness among neighbours, and kin selection operates by a general altruism towards neighbours. Recent theory suggests the former prediction does not hold, as kin competition also increases with population viscosity [18,42,49]. In our study system, there is the possibility that spatial variation in population viscosity may lead to spatial variation in the relatedness of den sharers. Increased population viscosity might evolve in resource-rich regions of the study area where the incentive to remain philopatric is greater [40]. There is fine-scale genetic structure in this population: individuals separated by less than approximately 200 m were found to be significantly more related than ‘random’ across the population [27]. Indeed (and intuitively), this study showed that den sharers were more likely to be kin when the individuals involved in the interaction were surrounded by related neighbours (i.e. the local index of spatial autocorrelation was positive). However, spatial variation in fine-scale genetic structure was not associated with the local availability of hollow-bearing trees (electronic supplementary material), and the pattern of increased preference for kin in den-sharing interactions under den resource decline remained significant after accounting for variable fine-scale genetic structure. Hence, our findings do not support an effect of variable population viscosity underlying the spatially heterogeneous pattern of preference for den sharing with kin. Other studies of natural systems have yielded similar findings, involving kin selection via the discrimination of kin (not general altruism towards related neighbours resulting from population viscosity) under scenarios of spatial genetic structure [50,51].
(c) **Social and demographic responses to forest resource decline**
In many ecosystems, variation in the availability of key resources results from natural or anthropogenic factors. In Australian tall montane forests, logging and fire are major drivers in spatial variation of a key den resource for arboreal marsupials [14]. This study shows that the social response to the decline of this resource is not one of ‘generosity of spirit’ but rather reduced resource sharing, with intolerance of non-kin and selection for kin in den-sharing interactions. Potentially, the demographic ‘buffer’ against resource decline involves the shift by individuals to using a smaller and more defensible set of den trees in an increasingly intolerant local neighbourhood, with reduced den-use overlap leading to a greater proportion of the trees in a forest stand being occupied, as observed in recent field surveys [14].

(f) **Kin selection and environmental change**
Anthropogenic and natural environmental variation has wide-ranging effects on social behaviour [2,52]. Despite strong links between cooperation, kin selection and fitness, few studies have investigated how these aspects of behaviour respond to environmental change [45]. There is, however, a strong literature based on theoretical, simulation and laboratory research from which we can predict how patterns of kin selection and cooperation will vary in response to environmental changes. Many forms of environmental change are likely to affect the key selective drivers of kin selection, r, b and c. For instance, r may be affected by habitat fragmentation, which can reduce dispersal and increase the spatial clustering of relatives [53]. This presents greater opportunity for kin selection through altruism towards neighbours [44], but potentially also greater resource competition among kin [15,18,21,41,49]. The benefit to the recipient of cooperative actions, b, may be influenced by environmental changes where those interactions relate to resource-use overlap and sharing. In the case of cooperative antipredator behaviour (e.g. vigilance), the benefits of such actions are likely to be increased in riskier habitats such as cleared landscapes or habitat edges [45]. Variation in resource distribution and competition has been a strong focus of theoretical, simulation and laboratory studies of kin selection and cooperation [15,21,23,49,54]. Potentially, the cost, c, of altruistic actions could be increased under scenarios of environmental change, such as in cases of sharing of consumable resources that are declining in availability. Undoubtedly, controlled settings such as computer simulations or laboratory experimental environments enable more precise quantification and prediction of behavioural responses to changes in these key drivers of cooperative behaviour. However, studies of natural systems can be important, not only in testing such predictions in ‘real-world’ systems, but also in identifying how kin selection interacts with other aspects of behaviour such as individual resource-use patterns and inbreeding avoidance.

5. **CONCLUSIONS**
Many animal populations will need to respond rapidly to the ecological and evolutionary challenges presented by anthropogenic environmental change [3,5]. Here, we identified significant changes in social behaviour and resource use in response to environmental heterogeneity. Landscape ecology and conservation-oriented demographic modelling rarely consider adaptive social or behavioural responses when predicting the demographic consequences of resource variation. However, social behaviour has implications for individual fitness and population viability [2,52], and we argue that a stronger focus on evolutionary aspects of social and behavioural processes may improve our ability to understand and predict animal responses to environmental change [3].
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